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How-To... Add Sensitive Content into an Area

1. Business Scenario
With the new version of Web Page Composer in SAP NetWeaver, 7.3 authors can easily create
contextual areas of content that can be exposed to set of users defined by roles, groups or users. This
How-to Guide explains how to add sensitive content to an area, for viewing only by a defined subset of
users (such as a group of managers).

2. Background Information
2.1 Background
Web Page Composer is a tool that enables business to easily create and manage portal pages. These
pages can combine business applications with user-generated Web content and static content. In this
way, major content-creation activities can be performed directly by business users, enabling IT
personnel to focus on core tasks.
Web Page Composer provides an intuitive work environment that is fully based on standard portal
capabilities. Applications and content can be integrated from SAP and non-SAP sources. Portal pages
can be enriched with applications and user-generated, unstructured content such as articles, news,
documents, and banners.
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2.2 Proposed Solution
Content areas in portal pages are not defined by role. Instead, access is enabled by setting role-based
permission to each defined area.
In addition, by combining end-user permissions and shortcuts, an author can manipulate the area
content structure in such a way that only authorized users will be exposed to the source content.
Important


Using this solution excludes the sensitive content from the navigation cache
(portal mechanism for performance improvement). For more information about
navigation cash refer to online help:
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw73/helpdata/en/4a/1c7a9539e11b42e10000000a4
2189c/frameset.htm



Any other solution (such as KM shared content) might be visible and will not
ensure secure content (e.g. If KM shared content is linked to a page the
permissions defined on resource level has to be maintained accordingly).

3. Prerequisites
3.1 Software


SAP NetWeaver 7.3 with NetWeaver portal installed



Web Page Composer environment used and configured as described in:
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw73/helpdata/en/08/3abbc0a75743d2b075f4fc140a16f3/frameset.
htm

For more information about Web Page Composer, refer to the online help:
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw73/helpdata/en/1e/013f420e09b26be10000000a155106/frameset.htm

3.2 Content


An existing portal area published and connected to a role



End-user permissions assigned to the area



The following previously-defined permissions:


"Full Control" – on the existing portal area



"Owner" – on the folder that will contain the new area for the sensitive content
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4. Step-by-Step Procedure
The overall process for adding sensitive content to a portal area includes the following procedures:
1. Create and publish a new area with sensitive content.
2. Grant end-user permissions only to authorized users who may view the sensitive content
3. Connect the sensitive content to your content structure:
 Connect the sensitive content to a role by defining a new connection
 Connect the sensitive content to another area using a shortcut

4.1 Create and Publish the Sensitive Content
...

1. In the portal, navigate to Area Management  Content Editor.
2. Select the folder that contains the "Owner" permissions and which will contain the new area.
3. Create the new area and call it “Managers”.
4. Create a page in the new area and call it “Sensitive Content”.
5. Add content to the page.
Note
Shared content may be exposed to other users in different pages
6. Publish the page.
7. Publish the area.

4.2 Grant End-User Permissions
...

1. From the “Staging Area” tree, select the "Managers" area.
2. From the dropdown list in the toolbar of the area, select "End user permissions".
3. Click "Edit".
4. Manually assign permissions to your authenticated users
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5. Select "New" to add new user, groups, or roles.
6. From the Find list, choose the principals, and run a search (you can use asterisks).
7. Add the selected entry by clicking the Add button.

8. Save.

Note
The selected users should be a subgroup of the users who have access to the original
role or the area to which the content will be connected. Otherwise, those users will not
have access to the sensitive content.

4.3 Connect the Sensitive Content to Your Structure
You can connect the sensitive content to an area in one of two ways:


Connect the Content to a Rule Using a New ConnectionBusiness Scenario (4.3.1)



Connect the Content to another Area Using “Copy as Link”4.3.2)
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4.3.1

Connect the Content to a Rule Using a New
Connection

Author: send connection request caption
1. From the “Staging Area” tree, select the area that contains the sensitive content (in our
example, the "Managers" area).
2. Click “Send connection request” or just copy the link and send it to your content administrator.

Administrator: connect the relevant role to the area
3. In the portal, navigate to Content Administration  Portal Content Management.
4. Form the Portal Content tree, open a role for editing.
5. Select the node to which you want to add the area.
6. Select New  Connection.
7. In the popup dialog box, enter the following information:
a. Connection ID: a unique name for the connection
b. Connection Target: the link to the requested area, sent by the author

8. Click "OK" to activate the connection.
Result
Although all users assigned to this role will be able to view all the role content, the "sensitive" content
will be visible only to those users defined in section 4.2.
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4.3.2

Connect the Content to another Area Using “Copy as
Link”

1. Select the sensitive content that you want to add to your area. You can either select the entire
area (in our example, the "Managers" area) or you can select a specific page within the area.
2. Right click and choose Actions  Copy as Link from the context menu.

3. Select the area that the content should be linked to.
4. Right click and choose Actions  Paste as Link from the context menu.

5. Publish the shortcut object.
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Result:
Although all users with access to the original area (assigned to the role and with end-user
permissions) will be able to view the area content, the "sensitive" content added by a shortcut will be
visible only to those users which defined in section 4.2.
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5.

Result

End Users’ View: Sensitive Content is Invisible
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Managers’ View: Sensitive Content is Visible
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